Fokker D.V Special Hobby 1 injection kit
Biplane fighter, advanced training
Scale 1:48 2
The Fokker D.V, factory designation M.22, was the
last airplane in the M-series. It was designed by
Möser 3, the successor to Martin Kreuzer, who designed most of the M-types, who died in flight-testing
a D.II production aircraft. The M.22, which was powered by the 100 hp Oberursel U.I, was developed from
the M.17E, a single bay variant of the D.II fighter.
The aircraft made its first flight in October 1916. It
had a far better streamlined fuselage and engine cowling and was a very maneuverable airplane, much
praised by the pilots; it really was “a pilots plane”. As
one of the pilots said, “It took off after 15 or 20 meters, climbed all by it self to level off at 2000 meters.” Or a
second quote “Provided you shut off the engine ignition, you could practically turn it on the spot. Very responsive to the controls to which it reacted instantly”. But also “Good gliding characteristics, but you had to take
care to flare-out just over the ground and above stalling speed, lest it fell off to the left and crash, even from
one-half meter height”. The D.V was the last Fokker design with a thin wing profile and braced wings during
the First World War, all subsequent designs had the thicker, cantilever wings without any bracing.
The D.V had a slightly better performance than the D.II, but was too slow and had too low a ceiling to be a
front line fighter and was mainly used as an advanced trainer. Most Dr.I pilots had first to pass their training on
a D.V to prove their capability of handling the rotation engine. Some 300 D.V’s have been produced.
The kit comes in a carton box and contains the plastic
parts, a clear plastic part for the windscreen, a piece of
PE for several small parts in the cockpit, for the machine gun, for control surface hinges and control horns
and for the rigging, a 3D decal for the linen covering
lacing and decals for three different versions. The rear
side of the box illustrates a coloured side view of those

three versions.
The instruction sheet is very extensive. It contains a
short description of the aircraft and its history, detailed
painting instructions and a step-by-step guide to build
the model. It gives specific attention to the rigging of
the aircraft, which is, however, rather simple. Also the
routing of the control cables is clearly illustrated.
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Alting (ref.1), Engels (ref. 2 and 3), Grosz (ref. 4 and
13), Hegener (ref. 5), Koos (ref. 6) and Leaman (ref.
7) give the dimensions of the D.V, while Engels,
Leaman and Weyl (ref. 8) and Grosz (ref. 13) also
present a three-view drawing. I have used the bold
printed dimensions in the table as reference.
Especially the booklet of Grosz (ref. 13) is very instructive.
Span (upper wing)
Length
Height
Engine
Crew
Armament

Ref.
8.70-8.75-8.78 m
5.82-6.05 m
2.30 m
Oberursel U I, 100 hp
1
1-2 LMG 08/15 Spandau

1:48
181.3-182.3-182.9 mm
121.3-126.0 mm
47.9 mm

model
182.7 mm
125.2 mm
52.9 mm 4

So the model is well on scale, except for the height, which is often the case. Part of it stems from the wheel diameter, which is 15.3 mm, while the three-view drawing in ref. 13 indicates 13.0 mm.
General
The plastic parts are of quite good quality, little flash, but some molding marks; all parts require moderate
cleaning. Painting instructions define Gunze colours, but with standard paint conversion charts conversion to
Humbrol has been done (c.f. appendix).
Cockpit
The only cockpit part needing correction was the seat support; the hole was
too small to fit the pin on the floor. I have lightly scratched the floor to give
some wood structure. The (fixed) control stick does not allow for a deflection, so I left it as was. The photo-etched seat belts are very well detailed.
The small PE foot restraints I have bent
by means of my PE bending tool; without
this is was very difficult to bent the small
attachment strips.
I have followed the painting instructions
for the cockpit interior, except for the
floor, which I have painted natural wood
(Humbrol 110) with a wash of Sienna
gouache.
Assembling the cockpit frame was not
very easy, as the holes in the floor did not
correspond to the pins of the legs of the
side frames. I have solved that by removing the pins on the rear legs. Also, right
and left frame were slightly shifted relative to each other; I have repaired that by
adjusting the transverse beam at the back
and the instrument panel.
As can be seen on the picture at the right
the right foot restraints interfered with the
dial below the instrument panel. I have
not changed this, as it would have meant
to disassemble the whole cockpit. It is not
visible anyhow when the cockpit is placed
in the fuselage. The last addition was the
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green fuel pump along the right hand fuselage tubes.
When dry fitting the cockpit assembly the fuselage could not be closed, unless the assembly was placed unrealistically far forward. I have corrected that by rounding the edges in the cross section of the assembly. I have
then glued the cockpit frame in the right fuselage half, and the fuselage is ready for closure.
Machine gun
For the machine gun a gun sight is provided composed by
two, very small pieces PE, which I have attached with a
drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue. I have painted the whole
assembly, including the two munitions guidance devices
black, before finishing it with aluminium (Valejo RAL
9006) and gun metal (Humbrol 53), the gun mantle dry
brushed and the butt painted directly. To get a nice metal
glow I have finished the gun with pencil grade 2B.
Engine
The Oberursel U.I engine included in the kit is very simply modeled: a central hub
with nine straight en ribbed cylinders. As can be seen on the picture of the U.I exposed in the Deutsches Museum in Munich at the right,
this is rather unrealistic; the cylinders have a clear “waist”
and the valve actuation mechanism is very pronounced.
Although the closed cowling and the large spinner will
hide most of the engine, some will still be visible, so I
have modified the cylinder shape by removing some material at their base with a knife. On the picture the left half of
the engine has been modified, the right half showing the
original shape.
I have modeled the upper part of the valve mechanism by gluing small pieces of 0.4 mm messing wire to the
top of each cylinder. The engine has been painted black, the
hub and valve mechanism chrome silver (Tamyia X-11) and
the cylinders have been dry brushed with gunmetal. The
valve rods have been made of 0.25 mm metal wire.
However, as I had glued the valve mechanism on top of the
cylinders, the diameter of the engine had increased, and it
did not fit any more in the cowling. So I have ground the
wall of the cowing with my drilling machine until it fitted
again, leaving about 0.4 mm of plastic.
I have glued the lower part of the cowling in place, sanded it to flush to the rest of the cowling and corrected the
joints with putty. The inner side of the cowling I have painted aluminium (Valeo
RAL 9006), the outer side got a first coat
of dark green (Humbrol 253). The firewall I have painted gunmetal. Prior to
assembling the cowling with the fuselage
I have painted the non-linen parts of the
fuselage dark green and have dry-brushed the inner surfaces of the
cowling and the firewall with black to simulate the oil that is amply
dispersed by rotation engines. To fit the engine well I had to make a
small recess for the engine shaft in the firewall.
Fuselage
I have painted the inside of the fuselage in a linen colour (Humbrol 71) and
have dry-brushed it very lightly with vertical stripes of dark green (Humbrol
253), as generally the paint of the outside finish is visible at the backside of
the linen.
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After insertion of the cockpit I have
closed the fuselage and mounted the lower panel of the duct for the engine cooling
air in it. This part needed quite some correction before it fitted decently, and even
then left some gaps at the joints. With the
fuselage closed very little of the cockpit
remains visible.
I have selected the Camo A version from the options illustrated on the box
and in the instruction sheet, depicted at the left. The fuselage as well as the
upper surface of the wings has a stripy pattern, gradually changing from solid dark green to linen 5.
I have given the hard panelling of the fuselage a coat of dark green paint and
the linen parts a coat of Humbrol 71. To obtain a flat surface the joint at the
bottom had to be treated with putty twice. I have also tested a method to reproduce the stripy camouflage pattern that the Fokker company used on his
fighters by employing a hard brush sparingly dipped in dark green paint. The
main difficulty here is to reproduce the fading effect from top to bottom.
The instructions state that the 3D decals, simulating the closure lacing below
the fuselage and the openings, through which the elevator and rudder control
cables pass, must be applied on the coat of primer before the last paint coat is
applied, and should be left to dry at least two hours before removing the top
foil. I have applied
the decals over the second coat of linen paint, have left
them to dry overnight, but saw before already that the
adherence to the surface was not excellent; the decal on
the top of the fuselage even curled up already when drying. And indeed, when removing the top foil part of the
decal adhered to the foil and not to the fuselage surface.
I have decided not to correct this, as it is not very disturbing. After finishing the painting only the height difference is visible and not the black colour, but nevertheless: the procedure did not seem to work properly 6. I have opened up the holes for the control cables by drilling
a slanted 0.2 mm hole in each of the ovals of the decal, the way I usually attach these cables to the structure.
This process in itself forms already an oval shape.
Next I have started the camouflage painting work on the fuselage
using the hard brush for the stripy parts. I have applied several layers trying to obtain a gradual transition from the full green parts to
the linen parts. The best effect for the stripes has been achieved by
passing the brush in the half dried paint.
After the third layer I have glued the PE steps for mounting in the
cockpit on both sides of the fuselage, although the instruction
sheet mentions only the port
side, but photographs show
clearly they were present at both
sides. Anyhow, five steps and
four rings are present in the kit,
so I guess the instructions for the
starboard side have been deleted by mistake.
Wing and tail surfaces
The kit contains 40 photo-etched turnbuckles, of which actually some 36 are needed.
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The instruction sheet suggests that 0.1 mm wire should be fed through the two eyelets at each end of the turnbuckle, but a test showed that 0.08 mm and even 0.06 mm
fishing line would not pass through them, so the must be enlarged. To achieve that I
have selected my smallest diameter drill (0.25 mm) and constructed a stiff holder for
it from brass and plastic tubing, as the drill did not
fit in the standard holders I have got.
With this tool I managed to open up the holes in
the turnbuckles, as shown in the picture at the left
for the 38 holes at the left, and with the 0.06 mm
fishing line the modeling was realistic.
A last test on a dummy structure showed that the
sequence “glue line end #1 – insert line end #2 –
slight tension line – move turnbuckle to end – tension line fully – glue line end
#2” worked well, be it the some black paint got scraped off, but that can easily be repaired with a lacquer pen.
I have glued the photo-etched control horns to the rudder and elevator, aligning them well with each other. After applying a layer of primer I have painted
the elevator linen and the rudder dark green
I have cut the ailerons
loose from the upper
wing. The joint of the
lower wings with the fuselage had to be corrected
a bit; the wing attachment assumed that the fuselage is flat
and straight, but the cross-section is round, so without correction a large gap would show up at the underside. The
wings have been painted linen, their upper side dark green
at the leading edge with a stripy pattern in chord direction,
fading out to linen. Again I have repeated this procedure a number of times to achieve the fading impression.
The upper surface of the elevator has received a skewed stripy pattern from forward right to rear left.
I have produced hinges for the ailerons by gluing small pieces of 0.25 mm plastic strip
into saw cuts in the wing,
made at locations copied
from the booklet by Peter Grosz (ref. 13). In the aileron I have also made saw
cuts at the corresponding locations and this way a tight-fitting mounting has
been achieved.
I have also drilled 0.25 mm holes at all bracing line and control cable locations in the wings. Some 30 holes
were needed in total. For the routing of the of the aileron cables the help of the three-view drawing and the photographs
in ref. 13 has been needed again; the instructions in the kit
are not sufficient for this.
Next I have joined the lower wings to the fuselage with thick
cyanoacrylate glue. This required careful alignment, as fitting them snugly to the fuselage led to a swept back wing,
while it should be straight. As a
consequence a rather large gap
showed up at the underside between wing and fuselage. I have
filled that up with a strip of 0.25
mm plastic, glued with thick cyanoacrylate and cut to the correct
size when dry. I have filled the
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remaining joint with Valejo putty and retouched it with linen and
dark green paint.
I have given the fuselage a coat of gloss varnish in preparation for
the application of the decals. The decals in the kit are very thin and
support Microscale Set well. I have applied that first, although it was
not really needed. When the decals had dried well I have sealed them with Humbrol satin varnish after testing it
first on a piece of scrap decal. I have also given the upper side of the lower wing and the underside of the upper
wing a coat of satin varnish in preparation of the assembly.
Final assembly
Before starting the assembly I have drilled the last four 0.3 mm holes
for the bracing wires in the fuselage at the wing root, cleaned up all
0.3 mm holes in the wings and removed the paint from the places
where the cabane and wing struts have to be attached. I have also
glued the machine gun and the tank cap in place. To place the machine gun straight I have had to widen the slit in the fuselage a bit. I have also painted all struts dark green.
For the assembly of the upper wing I have used the biplane assembly
jig of Aeroclub, more as a “third hand” to help keeping fuselage and
upper wing in place, than as the means for assembly. As usual I have
protected the lower wing with pieces of tape against the sharp metal
parts of the jig.
In preparing the cabane struts I noticed that it is very easy to confuse
the V-shaped struts (no. 17) with those for the tailskid support (no.
11), the more so as the whole pattern in the fuselage top does not exactly with these struts. To fit the cabane struts well I have made a
small template in which I have reproduced the mounting pattern in
the upper wing, shown in the bottom right of the picture.
When I had fitted the upper wing on the cabane struts, it appeared to
be rotated relative to the lower wing, and the top end of the four
struts were not in one plane. This was caused by an incorrect position of the mounting holes in the upper part of the forward fuselage.
Also, the single struts were very vulnerable and broke loose at the
slightest touch. So after several attempts to adjust the cabane configuration I have reverted to the usual way of mounting the upper wing.
I have positioned the upper wing by adjusting its position the assembly jig by trial and error until the cabane V-struts fitted in the holes
in the top wing, and until the upper wing was “parallel” to the lower
wing. This process took me more than an hour, but once the upper
wing is fixed in the jig it does not move any more. I have also dryfitted the wing struts to check the correct gap between both wings.
The right side was correct, the struts at left side showed too much
pretension, probably again due to the incorrect position of the
mounting holes in the fuselage, but that could easily be corrected by
shortening these by some tenths of a millimeter.
I have fixed first the N-struts to the top wing by applying a drop of
thick cyanoacrylate glue to each mounting point wing a piece of thin
metal wire. I also noticed at this moment that I had forgotten to drill
the two holes for the cabane rigging wires in the upper wing, so I
have drilled these also from the top down. As a consequence of the
handling of the model the forward part of gun side disappeared to an
unknown destination, but luckily I found in my stock of PE items a
suitable replacement.
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I have fitted the two remaining cabane struts; they both had to be
shortened a bit and I have beveled the end at the fuselage to fit better. I have glued them with tiny drops of thick cyanoacrylate.
Next it was the turn of the wing struts. I have started with the left
forward one, which fitted well. The right one was a bit too short; I
have repaired that by gluing a piece of 0.6 mm plastic rod to the top
end. The rear wing struts fitted well, so when the glue had set I could
take the model from the jig.
At that moment the joint of the right forward wing strut snapped; apparently there
was too much pretension in the construction and the strut still was a bit too short,
but the difference was too small to use the
correction method I had applied before. So I have applied some more thick cyanoacrylate glue and have secured the joint with a piece of tape, and have waited this
time longer until the glue had really set well. The picture also shows well the lengthened forward strut.
Rigging
I have started the rigging with the cabane bracing wires, being the
most difficult to reach. The instruction sheet indicates that each of
the two wires should carry two turnbuckles, but on pictures there is
only one per wire. I have inserted two ends of 0.06 mm black painted fishing line of ample length in the holes I had drilled in the top of
the fuselage and fixed them with a drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue
applied with a thin metal wire.
When the glue had dried I have guided the fishing line through the
two eyelets of a turnbuckle and through the hole in the top wing next
to the forward cabane strut. I have bit by bit tensioned the wire,
moving the turnbuckle to the desired location and fixed the wire
with a piece of tape. I have repeated this procedure for the second bracing wire. The fishing line
has not been glued yet to the
wing, as some more bracing lines
must be attached at approximately
the same place, and gluing would
clog up the mounting holes.
Next I have glued the bracing lines that run from the lower wing root
to the top of the outer wing struts in the holes in the fuselage and
have let them dry well. It was rather difficult to place them in the
holes; the black wire is hardly visible against the dark background.
These lines had to receive two turnbuckles each. I have first inserted
the wire in one turnbuckle and moved that one as much as possible
towards the wing root. This was not easy because the turnbuckle
locks itself when the bracing wire is pulled tight, but with a toothpick to keep the wire from the turnbuckle it worked in the end. For
the second turnbuckle the same procedure has been followed, moving it as close as possible towards the wing strut, and still being able
to tension the wire, which had been fed through the hole in the upper
wing. The wires have been temporarily fixed by means of a piece of
tape. It takes however quite some time to finish the bracing wires
with turnbuckles. As the model needs to be handled and turned quite
frequently, I have changed my mind and have fixed the fishing line
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with a very small drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue in the hole at the top surface of the upper wing. The black
paint of the wire was slightly damaged in the process (the turnbuckle eyes have rather sharp edges), but that I
have repaired with a small lacquer stick. I have painted the brass turnbuckles aluminium to give them a more
natural look (left side: turn buckles painted aluminium, right side:
bare brass).
Next I have made the rigging between the two wing struts at the
port side. As the rigging lines are rather short, it was not easy to position them. From pictures it appears that the location of the turnbuckles (close to the wing or a bit further away) varies; but generally
those at the lower wing are not directly next to the wing. To position
them correctly I have moved the rigging line both at the top and at
the bottom end.
Also the aileron control cables have been placed, which run from
two holes just outside the forward wing strut. One ends up at the upper wing next to the rear wing strut at the rear edge; the other must
be connected to the aileron itself, which has not been assembled yet.
Both cables have a turnbuckle to tension them.
At this moment I discovered that gluing the lines had not been a
very good idea; I had forgotten that there runs also a rigging line
from the metal plate at the forward fuselage side to the top of the
forward wing strut, while the lift wire, which also ends up there, had
been glued already. I have solved that by drilling a new hole as close
as possible to the existing one, taking care not to damage the lift
wire attachment. To keep the model symmetrical I have done that at
the starboard side too.
To complete the rigging at the port side I have mounted the two landing wires between the bottom of the wing
struts and the top of the cabane struts. These lines also carry two turnbuckles each.
I have repeated the whole procedure at the starboard side, which completed
the major part of rigging and cabling; only
the rigging wires for the undercarriage
and the control cables for ailerons, rudder
and elevator are still missing. The pictures
show the large quantity of pieces of tape
required to keep the wires tensioned until
the glue has dried.
I have retouched the numerous damaged spots of the
rigging lines, caused by moving the turn buckles to
their correct location, with a small black lacquer stick
and have painted all turnbuckles aluminium7. In the
process one of the strut connections snapped; apparently there had been too much stress built in the wing.
As inserting a tiny piece of small diameter plastic rod to bridge the gap did not work, I have repaired it with
thick cyanoacrylate glue, which thanks to its high viscosity formed a new and firm connection between strut
and wing surface. I have cut off the excess fishing line, including the dried cyanoacrylate glue with a sharp,
new scalpel blade and have sanded the spots until no surface irregularities could be felt any more.
Finishing the wing
Top of upper and
bottom of lower
wing have been
finished with two
layers of Humbrol
71 paint. The picture shows that all traces of the glue spots of the fishing line have disapRob Hamann; 13-08-2014 - 8
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peared. The upper wing has been treated again with the stripy dark green pattern with Humbrol 253.
I could not prepare the ailerons separately for assembly, as the striped pattern
runs also over them, but more important, the Malthezer crosses were also
partly painted over the control surface, as can be seen in the picture at the
left 8. So I have attached the ailerons temporarily to the wing 9 and have painted a corresponding dark green pattern on them 10.
Prior to applying the decals I have given the topside of the upper
wing and the bottom side of the lower wing a coat of gloss paint, and
when that was dry, have removed the ailerons and cleaned the “hinges”, such that they moved freely again. After fitting the ailerons in
place again I have applied the decals with a moderate amount of Microscale Set, and have let them dry thoroughly. I have then cut the
decals on the top wing with a new, sharp scalpel blade on the line
between wing and ailerons and carefully removed the ailerons. Applying again Set on the decals, I have folded them around the edges
of wing and ailerons and have let them dry. The thin decals supported this process excellently; they were really flush with the surface
and showed no silvering at all. I have also put the decals on the rudder. A small incision had to be made in this decal to make it fold
nicely around the control horn.
However, when applying the crosses to the lower wing in the same
way, the first one ended up slightly misaligned, and soaking it in a
lot of water I did not manage to get it loose intact, although the damage to it (the left one) is hardly noticeable. So for the application of
the second decal I have not used Set, but only water. The result was
equally good.
I have given the wing upper and lower surfaces a coat of satin varnish to seal the decals, and have marked on the fuselage underside
the location of landing gear legs and tail skid support structure with superficially drilled 0.8 mm holes.
Undercarriage
The main landing gear legs, axle and wheel hubs I have painted dark
green. I have painted the tailskid structure, which is composed out of
three V-styles grey (Humbrol 126), except for the tailskid itself, that
is made of wood and has been painted Humbrol 110, dry brushed
with a bit of burnt sienna oil paint to simulate the wood structure. I
have mounted the two landing gear legs with thick cyanoacrylate
glue and adjusted them carefully until they spread fitted the axle and each leg was at the same distance from the
lower wing tip. When the glue had set I have glued the axle to the
bottom of the front landing gear style.
The forward landing gear styles are rigged crosswise, so I have
drilled a 0.3 mm hole in the top and bottom of each style. The instruction sheet again suggests mounting two turnbuckles on each of
the bracing lines, but pictures of the D.V show only one turnbuckle
per line, so I have conformed to reality. The turnbuckles can be easily positioned here by pulling the one or other end of the fishing line.
Tensioning the wires has been done as usual by fixing
them with a piece of tape and applying a small drop of
thin super glue.
I have simulated the rubber elastic band spring packages
of the axle suspension by 0.1 mm copper magnetic coil
wire, which stays in shape when bent. I have considered
fishing line, but that is too springy for the purpose. The
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wire has been fixed with a drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue and painted matt black. The turnbuckles have been
finished with aluminium paint.
I have modified the wheel hubs by drilling a 0.8 mm valve holes at the rim and have glued the wheels on the
axle. The hubs have been painted dark green and the tires middle
grey (Humbrol 128). The holes for the valve have been blackened
with a fine liner.
The small middle V-style of the tail skid structure did not fit in between the two V-styles, so initially I have glued it on top of them.
However, when fitting the elevator to the rear fuselage, I noticed
that it would interfere with the elevator cable (indicated by the pink
arrow in the picture). So I have removed
it, cut it to size and glued it in between
the two large V-styles.
Control surfaces
I have mounted the elevator in a downwards-deflected position, as it was often
left when the pilot had left the aircraft.
The control cables, made from 0.06 mm
black painted fishing line, at the bottom
have been mounted in the normal manner:
sticking them in the pre-drilled o.3 mm
holes and applying a drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue in the hole. Tensioning
them over the control horns was hardly
necessary, as the wires had already the
right direction, but I have still tensioned
them properly before gluing them to the
control horns with a drop of thin cyanoacrylate. When the glue was dry, I
have cut the fishing line off with a sharp
scalpel blade.
The “hinges” of the ailerons needed to be cleaned again with sandpaper; the satin varnish finish had again clogged up the slits in the
ailerons. I have fitted the left aileron in up and the right aileron in
down position, and secured them with some small drops of thin cyanoacrylate glue on the hinges.
The control cables for the ailerons are also
provided with a turnbuckle. As usual the
fishing line has been tensioned with a
piece of tape and secured with a drop of
thin cyanoacrylate glue on the top surface
of the aileron.
When the glue had dried well, I have cut off the
fishing line together with the excess glue; the only
left-over of this operation was the small black spot
just right of the Maltese cross, which will be carefully camouflaged later on.
I will also retouch the aileron hinges, as the white
plastic shows up a bit too much now. Finally I
have glued the semi-circular control horns at the
top of the ailerons 11.
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Next I have glued the rudder in place with
two drops of thick cyanoacrylate, deflected slightly to the right, corresponding to
the rudder bar position in the cockpit.
When the rudder had set, I have set four
ends of fishing line in the holes on top of
the fuselage and secured them with a drop
of thin superglue.
I have fixed the model with a piece of
tape to a plastic sheet and have tensioned
the elevator and rudder control cables
with small pieces of tape before gluing the
to the control horns, each with a small
drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue, applied
with a thin metal wire. When dry the excess fishing line has been cut with a sharp
scalpel blade.
Last bits
Like the tailskid, I have given the propeller a base colour of Humbrol 110 natural
wood and have dry brushed it with bunt sienna oil paint to simulate the wood structure. The spinner has got the dark green colour and a coat of satin varnish to finish it
off. When the propeller had dried I have glued it to the engine shaft.
I had lost the windshield somewhere in the
production process, but as it was flat and
rectangular with rounded corners it was
simple to make a new one from a piece of scrap plastic sheet.
I have glued the PE steps behind
the left wing trailing edge and the
two handling aids under the rear
fuselage. I have attempted to glue a small rectangular piece of PE, resembling the lost gun sight, to the machine gun, managed to make it stick to the
right spot, but couldn’t get the orientation right. So after an hour trying I gave up, and have glued a small piece
of metal wire on the gun instead.
The last exercise to complete the model was to make some oil stains spread by the rotary engine on the forward
fuselage and some mud traces on the underside of the fuselage, wing and tail surfaces. The oil stains were not
visible on the dark green paint, the mud traces on the underside had the additional bonus of accentuating the rib
and lacing profiles.
Summary
The Fokker D.V kit of Special Hobby is a nice model to build but is not a beginner’s kit. Most parts fit well,
except for the cockpit interior “cage”, which has to be adjusted on several places to fit in the fuselage. Also
there is some interference between the rudder pedals and the instrument panel, which appears only in the final
assembly phase of the interior, too late to correct. The cabane struts and their attachment points are not accurate, and assembly of the upper wing without some kind of biplane assembly rig is in my opinion almost impossible, also in view of the very small attachment points of the wing styles. The PE turnbuckles provided in the kit
are a bit large of scale, and the eyelets are not big enough to insert the suggested 0.1 mm wire. The typical Fokker striped painting scheme is not easy to realize, but that is certainly not a defect of the kit.
Having said all that, with some effort and patience the end result is a very nice model, reflecting the original
fighter well.
Below some pictures of the completed model are shown (some in black & white to get a WW I feel).
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Appendix

Documentation of the Fokker D.V

Modifications & corrections
M = modification, C = correction
Change Location/part Modification or correction
C01
Cockpit floor
Remove corners to fit fuselage
& frame
M01
Engine
Add valve mechanism
M02
Cowling
Enlarge inner diameter to fit the
valve mechanism
M03
Firewall
Provide recess for engine shaft
M04
Fuselage
Make oval holes for rudder and
elevator control cables
C02
Fuselage
Adjust slit width for machine gun
C03
Wing
Enlarge turn buckle eyelets
C04
Wing
Modify interface with fuselage to
compensate for round fuselage
cross-section
C05
Wing
Close large gaps between wing and
fuselage
M05
Ailerons
Cut ailerons loose and make control surface hinges
C06
Rigging
Delete the lower turnbuckles from
the bracing lines between the forward cabane struts

Change
C07

Location/part
Rigging

M06

Undercarriage

M07
C08

Undercarriage
Undercarriage

M08

Undercarriage

Modification or correction
Delete the upper turnbuckles from
the bracing lines of the undercarriage legs
Make rubber spring axle suspension package
Make valve hole in wheel hubs
Shorten small V-style to fit between the two tail skid V-styles
Flatten underside wheels

Paint conversion
Designation
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Gunze
H8/C8
H11/C62
H12/C33
H17/C29
H37/C43
H52/C13
H77/C137
H85/C45
H306/C306

colour
Silver
White
Black
Leather
Wood
Grey
Tire black
Linen
Grey

Humbrol
11
34
33
10
10
128
33
71
126
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Designation
J
K
L
M
----

October 1916
Gunze
H423/C423
MC214
MC218
MC219
----

colour
Dark green
Dark iron
Aluminium
Brass
Natural wood
Gloss varnish
Satin varnish

Humbrol
253
53
56
54
110
33
133
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[Source: Imrie, ref. 12]

[Source: Grosz, ref. 4]

[Source: Imrie, ref. 12]

[Source: Grosz, ref. 4]

[Source: Imrie, ref. 12]

[Source: Grosz, ref. 13]
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[Source: Leaman, ref. 7]
[Source: Leaman, ref. 7]

[Source: Leaman, ref. 7]

[Source: Leaman, ref. 7]

[Source: Leaman, ref. 7]

[Source: Leaman, ref. 7]
[Source: Weyl, ref. 8; note that in this drawing the upper wing has less
sweep and the mid section is missing]

[Source: Leaman, ref. 7]
[Source: Weyl, ref. 8]
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[Source: Internet]

[Source: Wikipedia]

[Source: Engels, ref. 2]

1

www.cmkkits.com

2

I have added this 1:48 kit to my collection because the 1:72 scale kit of the Fokker D.V by RS Models, which is included in the catalogue of Rhein-Ruhr Modelbau, is not (any more) available.
3

Many sources report that most of the actual work has been done by Platz.

4

In flight attitude; on ground 54.4 mm.

5

This camouflage pattern applies also to the two other versions for which instructions and decals are included in the kit.

6

Apparently the kit producer has anticipated this; a double set of 3D decals is supplied. A test with left over decals on grey primer did
not improve the result.

7

I have received a comment from a fellow modeler, which stated that the size of the turnbuckles in the kit was too big. They measure 4.7
millimeter including the two eyelets at the ends, on a bracing line length of 58 mm. On one of the pictures these figures were 8, respectively 116 mm, so the turnbuckles in the kit are about 20% oversized. This seems acceptable. For those modelers that are insulted by this
discrepancy: there is an alternative, a 1/72 set by Part Etchings, s72-161. The turnbuckles in this set measure 3 mm in length, but are less
detailed.

8

The crosses were at the same place on upper and lower wing.

9

I had to clean the hinges, both on the wing and on the aileron side, from paint to be able to fit the ailerons. This process has to be repeated each time after applying a coat of paint or varnish.
10

It is, however, not unlikely that the stripes of aileron and wing did not correspond, as the ailerons were exchangeable between aircraft.

11

I have no idea how this mechanism is supposed to work; pictures and descriptions are of no help here.
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